She organized a workshop titled “Environment and Climate Change, Slow Memory” between March 30-31 as part of the five-year project COST ACTION CA20105 - Perspective: Examples from Civil Society in Turkey,” co-prepared with Özlem Aslan, at Kadr Has. Kristen Behl also presented the report titled “Marginalization and Environment from a Gender Perspective” on March 22nd, where she shared insights from her successful experiences in applying to and winning grants for research funding. The paper was titled “Turkey’s Integration Policy and Multi-level Governance from the Perspective of Small and Medium Size Towns and Rural Areas.”

Hülya Adak delivered a number of Inclusive Leadership training for KordSA and Sabancı Holding. Genççöz from SUATT, who is now the contact person for gender equality in research within the scope of the Sabancı University Gender Action Plan. Duygu Çelk talked about the work done at TÜBİTAK within the framework of Horizon Europe and the dissemination of research put forth by funding institutions to the institutions they fund in the context of gender. After the international conference in Estonia, a panel event was held on March 31st where participants discussed the future of practices around solidarity and the future of the concept itself? During the event, some examples of feminist solidarity that inspire us the most? How does solidarity – understood by feminist solidarity – and how do we see its place in today’s (feminist) politics? What role do we play in feminist academia and politics, Arlene Avakian, Cynthia Enloe, Deniz Kandyot, and Shaharzad Hassan discussed these questions.

The annual international conference of the GEARING-Roles project was held in Estonia on March 22nd. The event was organized by Kristen Behl and the University of Tampere. The event included workshops, Listag discussion, and an interactive storytelling session, “Işte Böyle Güzelm.” The conference focused on contemporary studies in gender, gender and space, LGBTI+ history, inclusive material design, disability, education and migration from a gender perspective, gender and STEAM.

The workshop was designed to coincide with Sabancı Holding’s March 8th events, and included contributions from Ayşe Gül Altınay from SU Gender, SU Gender researcher Esin Düzel, and Duygu Çelik. The workshop encouraged junior gender studies scholars worldwide to publish in high-quality academic journals. A future Purple Certificate Program training is planned to be held in the summer.

The workshop was organized in collaboration with SU Gender, and included discussions on contemporary experiences of solidarity, but this time within the context of local and transnational examples. In the second session, artists from the field of visual arts throughout Turkey engaged in a discussion on solidarity from a gender perspective bringing in examples from existing platforms and organizational accounts. Each year we determine a common message, and this year’s message was on feminist solidarity. Please find below the details of the events held throughout the month of March.

Women’s Day: We organized an event on March 8th to launch their three year collaborative initiative which aims to encourage junior gender studies scholars worldwide to publish in high-quality academic journals. The workshop was designed to coincide with Sabancı Holding’s March 8th events, and included contributions from Ayşe Gül Altınay from SU Gender, SU Gender researcher Esin Düzel, and Duygu Çelik. The workshop encouraged junior gender studies scholars worldwide to publish in high-quality academic journals. A future Purple Certificate Program training is planned to be held in the summer.

Columba Global Centers Istanbul and SU Gender panel: On March 29th, we organized an event on March 29th to launch their three-year collaborative initiative which aims to encourage junior gender studies scholars worldwide to publish in high-quality academic journals. The workshop was designed to coincide with Sabancı Holding’s March 8th events, and included contributions from Ayşe Gül Altınay from SU Gender, SU Gender researcher Esin Düzel, and Duygu Çelik. The workshop encouraged junior gender studies scholars worldwide to publish in high-quality academic journals. A future Purple Certificate Program training is planned to be held in the summer.

Diversity and Inclusion: On March 29th, we organized an event to launch their three-year collaborative initiative which aims to encourage junior gender studies scholars worldwide to publish in high-quality academic journals. The workshop was designed to coincide with Sabancı Holding’s March 8th events, and included contributions from Ayşe Gül Altınay from SU Gender, SU Gender researcher Esin Düzel, and Duygu Çelik. The workshop encouraged junior gender studies scholars worldwide to publish in high-quality academic journals. A future Purple Certificate Program training is planned to be held in the summer.